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ppoONE Launches WebIR
Real-time repricing product to innovate claims repricing services
Dallas, Jan. 9, 2007 — ppoONE, Inc., announced the release of WebIR, an
Innovative, real-time repricing engine. WebIR (Web Integrated Repricing) allows a PPO to
maintain and collect data in its system (ppoONE) while enabling claim payers to “call out” from
their real-time adjudication system and obtain a repriced amount at the exact same time the claim
is adjudicated.
“WebIR automates traditionally manual tasks, freeing up an organization’s staff to perform
functions that may be more strategic in nature,“ said David Mauzey, ppoONE chief operating
officer. “ppoONE has been at the forefront of claims repricing for more than 10 years. We
continually upgrade our service offerings to bring more efficient, streamlined solutions to our
customers.”
WebIR eliminates hours of administrative labor for users by automating such procedures as:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining and loading provider demographic and fee schedules
Sending claims to the network via EDI and wait up to 24 hours for turnaround
Manually keying claims via the network’s Web portal to obtain a repriced amount,
Printing out transmittal sheets
Re-keying claims with repriced amounts

WebIR also integrates with batch claim adjudication. While claims are adjudicated after hours,
a TPA’s system can call out to WebIR, eliminating the need to load repricing information.
Implementing WebIR can reduce administrative tasks, helping TPAs control costs and increase
revenues. The process is seamless to claim examiners and fully secure for client protection.

About ppoONE
Headquartered in Dallas, ppoONE is the leading ASP solution for PPOs and payers for
automated claims repricing, fee schedule maintenance, provider data management, credentialing,
customer service, and reporting. More than 300 companies use ppoONE to process millions of
claims each year and manage nearly one million providers. To learn more, visit
www.ppoone.com.

